
 

MetalGate Massacre vol.4: Grand Finale at the gates!  

On Saturday, April 6, 2013, the Prague based Matrix club hosted the second semifinal of the 

fourth installment of metal bands contest MetalGate Massacre. As usual, four competing bands, 

those being the metal-hardcore act Meresiew from Tábor, appearing as the second contest Wild 

Card, two Prague bands Attack The Hero (hardcore-indie) and Into Dust (hardcore) and the 

metalcore-nu metal band Sunset Trail from Olomouc, took to the stage to battle among themselves. 

Music-wise, this semifinal was thus presided over by modern metal styles.  

Said bands gathered over 200 fans as support crowd, who then, with the power to vote, picked the 

first of the two finalists.  

The second one was selected once again by a committee, composed of Bruno Kovařík (vocalist and 

basist of the Czech death metal icon Hypnos), Dan Pavlík (vocalist and guitarist of yet another of the 

Czech iconic death metal bands, Tortharry), Jan Martínek (editor of the online magazine 

Rockshock), Filip Robovski (bassist of the Czech thrash metal legend Kryptor) and, to add a 

woman’s touch to the decision making process, Jana Veselá (metal journalist from the Orbis 

Metallum forum).  

Two of the aforementioned members, that is, Filip Robovski and Jan Martínek, also christened 

that evening the current release of Kryptor “Best Of Fuck Off!!!”, alongside the rest of the band.  

After that, it was time for the results. The spectator vote brought the following verdict: with 97 

votes, Attack The Hero took the first place, Into Dust the second with 79 votes, Sunset Trail the 

third with 33 votes and Meresiew the fourth one with seven votes.  

The parallel committee vote placed Sunset Trail as the first with seven votes, Meresiew and Into 

Dust as second with 4 votes each and Attack The Hero as third with zero votes.  

ATTACK THE HERO and SUNSET TRAIL thus advanced into final, joining SPREADING 

DREAD and NOBODY KNOWS, who advanced from the first semifinal.  

These four bands shall fight for the ultimate victory in the last battle of the Grand Finale of the 

fourth installment of MetalGate Massacre, which will take place on Saturday, April 20, 2013, again 

in the Matrix club.   

Beside the competing bands, the final will have also a special guest – HYPNOS!         

KEEP IN MIND, this time we begin ALREADY at 19:30, with doors at 18:30. The entrance is 

free as usual!   

Come to support your favorites! See you there!     

www.metalgate.cz 

http://www.metalgate.cz/

